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Good evening – I have been asked to provide an overview of The Nature Conservancy’s position and role in the Delta, and specifically to explain why TNC supports a peripheral canal. 
To make sure there are no misunderstandings – TNC does support a PC but with significant caveats. I will explain what these are during my prsentation.



Mission – Founded 1951

• Preserve plants, animals and natural communities that 
represent the diversity of life on Earth by protecting 
the lands and waters they need to survive

• Work in all 50 states and more than 30 countries
• Protect more than 119 million acres of land and 5,000 

miles of rivers worldwide
• More than 1 million members
• Own and manage Staten Island and McCormack 

Williamson Tract in the Delta
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Mission – protect the lands and waters they need to survive.
The Delta is a TNC portfolio site. Substantial efforts are being expended by the Conservancy to accomplish our restoration objectives.
TNC owns 10,000 acres of land in the Delta. Manages those lands as a working landscape. Continue to grow corn and contribute to the Delta economy. But also manage those lands to provide important habitat for Sandhill Cranes. 
But at harvest, about 3% of the crop is left s food for the crane and other waterfowl. In winter, portions of the land are flooded and otherwise managed to provide for nesting and roosting habitat. In the winter, the sight is incredible. Hundreds of thousands of cranes and other birds call Staten home. 
I invite you to please come out next winter to see this incredible sight in the Delta.

We all know and read that the Delta is in big trouble today. Fish populations are crashing and as a result, its ability to provide a reliable supply of water has diminished. To understand why we are in this situation today, you have to understand the three very substantial changes that  have occurred in the Delta over the last 150 years. They are: 
1. We have greatly modified the geography of the Delta. 
2. We have substantially altered the natural flow regime of the Delta
3. We have added a whole host of new species in the Delta that compete with our valued native species such as Delta smelt and chinook salmon.

I will show you some examples.



Historical and Current 
Delta
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Historical Delta 
About 700,000 acres of an intertidal marsh.
Meandering waterways with many dendritic channels
Residence time of the water was long. And the water was rich in carbon. Much opportunity for food such as phytoplankton and zooplankton to grow and be available to the animals.

Current Delta
Channels have been straightened (red lines) 
Land and water have been separated through a levee system – 1,600 miles of levee
Loss of 95% of wetlands – only about 30,000 acres remain out of 700,000 acres
As a result of channelization, residence time of the water is much shorter.
Little opportunity for food to grow and when it does, little opportunity to be available for the animals of the aquatic system.

Profound changes															



San Francisco Bay and Delta Tidal 
Marshes – Historical and Current 

Conditions 
(reprinted from http://sfbay.wr.usgs.gov/general _factsheets/change.html)
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Loss of wetlands primarily in the Delta but also throughout the whole Suisun Bay, San Francisco Bay and San Pablo Bay.



Diversions and Exports



CA Water 
Infrastructure
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This is how we deal with imbalance of regional supply and demand

Massive array of infrastructure – federal, state and local projects


CVP:  20 dams and 500 miles of canals; mainly agricultural users
SWP: 32 storage facilities; 660 miles of canals and pipes; 29 contractors, mostly urban providing water to 20 million Californians.




The Delta as Conveyance
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Two huge water projects use the Delta as a hub for transferring water from the water rich northern part of the state to the drier southern part of the state. 
The federal CVP came on line in the 1940’s and primarily serves agricultural needs south of the Delta.
The SWP was constructed in the 1960’s and serves primarily urban areas south of the Delta.
Natural flow of sac River – north to south and out the Bay
Natural flow of San Joaquin River, south to north and out through the Bay.
Today, water from both rivers is re-directed to the pumps in the south Delta where it is then transferred to points south.



Phytoplankton 
production in estuaries 
typically is very high

Suisun Bay 1988:
~20 g m-2 yr-1

Sources: J. Cloern (USGS) & A. Jassby (UCD): Oral presentations at the 2007 Annual IEP Workshop, Asilomar, CA

Narrangansett:
~310 g m-2 yr-1

Lower Hudson: ~800

Chesapeake: ~550

80

170

350

Suisun Bay 
1980: ~100 
g m-2 yr-1

Better habitat = more 
growth
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This figure is a further modification of Figure 6 in 
Nixon, Scott W. 1988. Physical energy inputs and the comparative ecology of lake and marine ecosystems. Limnology and Oceanography 33(4, part 2): 1005-1025

Here, primary production values are added for Suisun Bay in 1980 and 1988  as well as for the Delta and Suisun Bay combined in the 1990s (unlabeled medium green point between Suisun points). 

The Suisun Bay values are taken from 
Cloern, James. 2007. Phytoplankton in San Francisco Bay. Oral Presentation given on 3/1/2007 at the Annual IEP Workshop in Asilomar, CA.

The Delta and Suisun Bay value is from 
Jassby, Alan. Trends in Delta Phytoplankton Biomass and Related Water Quality Characteristics. Oral Presentation given on 3/1/2007 at the Annual IEP Workshop in Asilomar, CA.




Delta Ecosystem in Crisis



Drivers of Change

• Six ‘drivers of change’ will 
impact Delta sustainability: 

– Subsidence

– Sea Level Rise

– Changes in Inflows

– Seismicity

– Invasive Species

– Population Growth



Subsidence: Past and Subsidence: Past and 
FutureFuture
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Delta is about 700,000 acres of land protected by over 1,000 miles of a leveed system consisting mainly of non-engineered peat and mineral soil protected by rip rap. These levees protect some 54 islands.
And because the Delta was once a vast marsh, it predominantly consists of peat soil, which oxidizes and erodes as a result of agricultural practices and exposure to air.
As the land sinks, (and many think of the Delta as a big hole) more water pressure is exerted on the levees ultimately resulting in their failure. Up until the last 10 or so years, the delta averaged 2 levee failures a year. Now we average one per year.
Levees are critical in providing transit corridors for the water and helping in keeping out salt water from SF bay.
Costs to upgrade levees are very expensive. The latest estimate is $1.4 billion dollars to raise 600 miles of levee by one foot. 





Probability of Levee Failure

Cumulative probability of levee failure/island flooding due to earthquake OR 
flood for a given interval of time  (based on DRMS draft data)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technical reports completed to date, in particular the Delta Risk Management Study, and the Public Policy Institute Report on Delta futures identify the risks of large scale flooding n the Delta, characterized by levee breaks on 20 or more islands.

 I believe this graph is of the PPIC report and concludes that there is a median probability of catastrophic failure of 80% by 2030. The minimum probability is 40% and the high is 90%.

Closer to home, there is about a 50% of failure by 2015.



- Brackish Tidal Wetland 

- Freshwater Tidal Wetland 

- Seasonal Wetland 

- Riparian 

- Vernal Pool Grassland 

- Native Fish and Salmonids 

- Migratory waterfowl,   
shorebirds and water birds

Delta CAP Targets
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Our Delta Engagement

• Delta Vision

• Bay Delta Conservation 
Plan (BDCP)

• Environmental/Economic 
Optimization Study  

Shape the Delta Solution: 
Engage in Delta planning 

processes to ensure 
conservation and recovery 
objectives are included in 

final plan.

http://freelargephotos.com/?fetch=000524_l.jpg&title=An aerial view of the San Joaquin Delta region.


Comparing Water Export Strategies 
Long-Term

• Current 
Strategy: 
through the 
Delta

• Peripheral 
Canal: around 
the Delta

• Dual 
Conveyance: 
both through 
and around the 
Delta

• No Exports: 
use other water 
sources and use 
less



Through-Delta Pumping:  Low 
Chance of Restoring Fish, High 

Costs
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Ending Exports: Better for 
Fish, But Even More Costly
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Peripheral Canal: Mid-range for 
Fish Viability, Least Costly

Economic Cost ($Billions/year)
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Dual Conveyance: Similar to PC 
for Fish, Probably More Costly

Economic Cost ($Billions/year)
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Increasing Viability Through 
Plumbing and Ecosystem  

Investment

Economic Cost ($Billions/year)
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Thoughtful Consensus

•Independent scientific and technical analyses 
have drawn the same conclusion:

A peripheral canal 
needs to be a 

component of the 
Delta solution if co- 
equal objectives are 

to be achieved.
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Presentation Notes
DV Draft 4: “Yes, water storage systems should and will be built; the cost will be high, but the benefited users will have to pay that cost. Yes, improvements in the Delta water export system will and should be made. Our Task Force prefers a dual conveyance system, with a clear legal limit to total water export placed in law.”



Comprehensive approach required 

•Habitat restoration

• Restoration of more natural flow 
conditions,

• Adaptive management, 

• A governance structure that will ensure 
conservation objectives are being met.



One Expected Result



Sandhill Cranes on Staten Island
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